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Abstract Service-oriented computing is a paradigm for
effectively delivering software services in a dynamic
environment. Accordingly, many service-oriented software
engineering (SOSE) methodologies have been proposed and
practiced in both academia and industry. Some of these
methodologies share common features (e.g. cover similar
life-cycle phases) but are presented for different purposes,
ranging from project management to system modernization,
and from business analysis to technical solutions develop-
ment. Given this diversity in the methodologies available in
the literature, it is very hard for a company to decide which
methodology would fit best for its specific needs. With this
aim, we took a feature analysis approach and devised a frame-
work for comparing the existing SOA methodologies. Differ-
ent from existing comparison frameworks, ours specifically
highlights aspects that are specific to SOA and aims to dif-
ferentiate the methodologies that are truly service-oriented
from those that deal little with service aspects. As such, the
criteria defined in the framework can be used as a checklist
for selecting a SOSE methodology.

Keywords Service-oriented software engineering ·
Evaluation framework · Service-Oriented software
engineering methodology

1 Introduction

In today’s global markets, modern enterprises need to
respond quickly to business opportunities. To remain com-
petitive, they are required to adjust their IT infrastructure to
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support their new business process models. Service-oriented
architecture (SOA) is an architectural style that allows busi-
ness functions to be exposed as reusable services across the
network and enables business partners to search and dis-
cover those services on demand. A service-based application
(SBA) built on SOA has the ability of discovering and com-
posing services at runtime, if properly designed and imple-
mented, to fulfill the ever changing business requirements.
The agility, reusability and flexibility that SOA promises are
the main drivers for a growing number of companies to adopt
SOA as their architectural style.

Despite that the underlying philosophy behind SOA is
stemmed from the principles of component-based design,
the design and development of SBAs often require different
development processes. One reason for these differences is
that services are designed under open-world assumptions and
physically owned by their service providers. Furthermore,
without physically owning services, service consumers have
to deal with issues (e.g. trust, security, and reliability) that
become much more relevant in SOA development than it is
in component-based development.

In addition to traditional software engineering (TSE)
activities (such as coding, testing and deployment), develop-
ing SBAs requires identifying, discovering, and composing
services. Hence, existing software development method-
ologies no longer fulfill the needs for developing SBAs.
Systematic, disciplined and quantifiable approaches for
designing, developing and maintaining SBAs are needed.
We generalize these approaches as service-oriented software
engineering (SOSE) methodologies. Different from some
service-oriented approaches for specific SOSE activities,
such as service identification methods, SOSE methodolo-
gies often provide guidance on multiple SOSE activities and
aim at engineering SBAs rather than only designing atomic
services or service compositions.
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Although a mature and systematic software development
methodology cannot guarantee high quality software, with-
out such a methodology it would be even harder to trace
the cause of errors when things go wrong. A number of
SOSE methodologies have been proposed by vendors, such
as SOAD [1], SOMA [2], and SOUP [3] by IBM, a method-
ology for service architectures by OASIS [4], and SO pro-
cess by CBDI [5]. In the SOSE community, methods and
processes for developing SBAs are becoming a hot research
topic. SOSE methodologies proposed by Papazoglou et al. [6]
and Chang [7] are examples of well known approaches
from academia. Given these many methodologies, a com-
mon question for practitioners is how to select a methodol-
ogy that suits their needs the best. More importantly, in SOSE
community it is necessary to understand what a SOSE meth-
odology entails to ensure the resulting SBAs being reusable
and flexible.

With the objective of assisting the comparison and selec-
tion of SOSE methodologies, in this work, we have two
research questions:

1. What are the characteristics of existing SOSE methodol-
ogies for engineering SBAs?

2. To what extent do they support service orientation?

The first question addresses the scope, features, attri-
butes, or qualities of the SOSE methodologies in general.
Its aim is to obtain a comprehensive overview of the existing
approaches to engineering SBAs and investigate the distinc-
tions and similarities among the SOSE methodologies. The
answer to this question provides a preliminary evaluation of
the methodologies, assessing their characteristics as software
engineering approaches.

Complementary to the first question, the second question
addresses specifically the service orientation aspects of the
SOSE methodologies. Its objective is to analyze the way in
which SOSE methodologies are different from the traditional
ones and aspects that have been specifically designed to sup-
port service orientation. The answers to this question pro-
vide enterprises guidelines to select a methodology that best
suits their needs, including adopting SOA as (part of) their
IT portfolio and engineering SBAs that have the potential
to achieve the benefits that SOA promises. Moreover, the
answers would point out strengths and weaknesses of indi-
vidual methodologies in supporting service orientation and
thereby assist enterprises as well as vendors in enhancing
their own SOSE methodologies.

To answer the questions above, we took a feature analysis
approach and devised an evaluation framework for compar-
ing the existing SOA methodologies. Feature analysis [8] is
a qualitative evaluation method, offering a way to screen and
assess a large number of software engineering methodologies
by means of assessing their features (or characteristics). By

conducting feature analysis, one can obtain an understanding
of particular aspects of a methodology [9] and can systemat-
ically select or discard a methodology to achieve a particular
goal [10].

Among the three alternative approaches (qualitative exper-
iment, qualitative case study, and qualitative survey) to con-
duct a feature analysis [8], qualitative survey suits our work
the best since it does not require the methodologies being
used in practice or any experiment. As such, it is more feasi-
ble to study a large number of SOSE methodologies and gain
insight into the common features they share and specific fea-
tures provided by particular methodologies.

Differently from existing comparison frameworks (e.g.
[11,12]), ours specifically highlights aspects that are peculiar
to SOA and aims to differentiate the methodologies that are
truly service-oriented from those that deal little with service
aspects. As such, this framework highlights what a SOSE
methodology should entail and can be used to compare and
evaluate existing SOSE methodologies.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Sect. 2 presents our service aspect-driven evaluation frame-
work, including generic criteria and service-specific crite-
ria; Sect. 3 presents the comparison of the existing SOSE
methodologies using our evaluation framework and the
selection guidelines; Sect. 4 discusses our observations on
the needs for further improving the existing SOSE meth-
odologies; Sect. 5 discusses some related work in the eval-
uation of SOSE methodologies. Section 6 provides our
conclusions.

2 A service aspect-driven evaluation framework

To develop an evaluation framework for SOSE methodolo-
gies, we need to identify which features are of great impor-
tance to SOSE methodologies and relevant for comparison.
For this purpose, we collected features from two perspec-
tives, the generic and service-specific features.

The generic features are not specific to SOSE; they
are properties common to software engineering method-
ologies in general, including SOSE methodologies. For
instance, support project management and guidance in devel-
opment activities and artifacts are features that are com-
mon to any software engineering methodologies. Instead,
support in discriminating between service provision pro-
cess and service consumption process is a service-specific
feature.

In the following sections, we shall explain in detail the
features that we consider relevant to SOSE methodologies
and the criteria we derived from the features. Each criterion
is associated with one evaluation question. The answer to
the question can be used to compare and evaluate the SOSE
methodologies.
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2.1 Generic evaluation criteria

In their cataloging framework to evaluate software devel-
opment methods, Karam and Casselman [13] discussed
21 properties, covering technical, usage, and managerial
aspects. Some of these properties are product related, in
the sense that they are properties of software systems, such
as reusability, maintainability, and performance engineer-
ing; some other properties are process related, regarding the
development process of software systems, such as life-cycle
coverage, guidelines, degree of formality. In our work, we are
interested in how SBAs should be engineered but not in how
certain quality attributes are obtained. Therefore, we selected
only the process-related properties as the generic features of
SOSE methodologies.

Based on the selected properties, we derived a list of eval-
uation criteria given in Table 1: the first column presents the

categories of properties defined in Karam and Casselman’s
framework, the second column presents the selected prop-
erties, the third column shows the criteria we derived from
the properties. To ensure the criteria to be interpreted con-
sistently, we also associated an evaluation question to each
criterion. The answers to the evaluation question can be used
to compare the SOSE methodologies. These answers can be
of four types: narrative, YES/NO, scale, or multiple choices.
A narrative answer is for open questions such as “what is
the objective of the methodology”; a YES/NO answer can
be given when a criterion is met or not; an answer with
scale level can be given to a compound criterion where the
degree of support provided by the methodology varies and
can be judged on a scale (the reader may refer to Appendix A
for an explanation of the judgment scale); when multiple
choices for an answer are given, one may select one among
them.

Table 1 Criteria for evaluating the generic aspects of SOSE methodologies

Generic criterion Evaluation question Type of
answer

Technical properties Philosophy GC1 Objective What are the objectives of the
methodology?

Narrative

Life cycle coverage GC2 Lifecycle How many life cycle phases
does this methodology cover?

Scale

Work products & notations GC3.a Artifacts Does the methodology specify
work products as results of
specific activities?

Scale

GC3.b Notations Does the methodology specify
the modeling of work
products?

Scale

Procedure GC4 Procedure Does the methodology describe
the procedures of each
covered life cycle phases?

Scale

Guidelines, criteria, measures GC5 Principles Does the methodology provide
guidelines or principles?

Scale

Degree of formality GC6 Formality Are the technical aspects
formal? i.e. being precise,
unambiguous mathematical
definition and can be
reasoned about
mathematically (logically)?

Scale

Method specialization GC7 Specialization Does this methodology provide
explicit support for tailoring
to fit a particular
organizations’s needs or
domain?

Yes/No

Usage properties Automated support (tool support) GC8 Tool Are there tools available to
support the methodology’s
techniques?

Yes/No

Maturity/project history GC9 Maturity Has this methodology ever
been applied in industry?

Yes/No

Managerial properties Software development organization GC10 Management Does this methodology support
project management?

Yes/No

Ease of integration GC11 Integration What are the existing
techniques that the
methodology compatible
with?

Narrative
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2.2 Service-specific criteria

Service-specific criteria are specifically designed for eval-
uating the service-oriented aspects of the SOA methodolo-
gies. To derive these criteria, we used the seven differences
between SOSE and TSE identified in our previous work [14]
as service-specific features, motivated by the rationale that
a SOSE methodology should support or provide guidelines
to the aspects that are different from TSE. In the following,
we shall discuss each of these differences and explain the
criteria that we derived from them.

2.2.1 SOA is designed under open-world assumptions

Instead of assuming stable execution environment, SOSE
must cope with high uncertainty in the external environment.
Open-world assumptions postpone to runtime a number of
design decisions that are usually made at design time. For
instance, in component-based development a major empha-
sis is that the components of a software system can be bought
and assembled at design time, whereas in service-oriented
design a major emphasis is on services being dynamically
discovered and composed in a SBA at runtime. As a result, a
SOSE methodology should provide guidance to its users in
what kind of uncertainties can be expected when engineering
SBAs and how to handle such uncertainties (Criterion SC1:
Open-world assumption).

2.2.2 Services are the building blocks

Instead of focusing on implementing a software system as
a whole, SOSE focuses on composing coarse-grained dis-
coverable services acting as building blocks of SBAs. This
shifted focus should be explicitly supported by SOSE meth-
odologies. To evaluate such support, a clear and concrete
definition of services (Criterion SC2: Service definition) is
essential for SOSE methodologies. Currently, a well-defined
definition of services has not been commonly agreed. The
definitions range from technical oriented to business ori-
ented. A SOSE methodology, which guides the design and
creation of services as well as their integration, should spec-
ify what a service means according to its own philosophy.

The second aspect relevant to services is the way that
they are created (Criterion SC3: The creation of services).
Depending on existing resources and goals of an organiza-
tion, services can be realized in many different ways, ranging
from greenfield development, identifying from existing soft-
ware systems or business processes, and discovering from
existing services that are possibly provided by third party-
providers. Accordingly, the guidance that different organiza-
tions expect from SOSE methodologies would be different.
For instance, an IT company that plans to develop some

services and publish them for public consumption would
require guidance on greenfield development; an enterprise
that intends to migrate their existing legacy software assets
to SBAs, instead, would require guidance on identifying ser-
vices from both existing software and business processes.
A SOSE methodology should make it clear how services as
building blocks of SBAs are realized.

2.2.3 Additional development roles are involved
in development

A software developer is not the only development role. This
is rather split into three essential participants: service con-
sumer, service provider, and service broker. Each partici-
pant is responsible for part of the service development tasks
during the service life cycle; and collaborates as a whole to
accomplish the development of SBAs. Depending on various
development environments, development roles will have to
be tailored. For instance, an organization that migrates exist-
ing systems to SOA requires different types of development
roles from a service provider that aims at publishing reus-
able services to potentially unknown service consumers. The
former requires a business process team for analyzing exist-
ing software and/or business assets and identifying services,
while the latter requires a market scan team that understands
the needs of the service consumption market.

Since one cannot assume the tasks and responsibilities
of various roles required in the development of SBAs, a
SOSE methodology should provide guidance on what devel-
opment roles (Criterion SC4: Development roles) and their
tasks (Criterion SC5: Links between roles and activities) are
required when it is applied.

2.2.4 Services are open

In traditional software development, violation of the original
architectural design of the system is extremely hard to handle
as soon as the software systems are implemented, deployed
and in execution, whereas in service-oriented development,
the architecture of SBAs is often designed to be adapt
to satisfy market changes, business demands, and custom-
ers’ needs. Since well-designed SBAs are composed of
autonomous and loosely coupled services, the independence
between the services increases the ability of SBAs to dynam-
ically take ever changing requirements into account. A SOSE
methodology therefore should provide guidelines in how to
design and implemented services and SBAs in such a way that
they can evolve without hurdling their execution (Criterion
SC6: Architectural change); moreover, a SOSE methodol-
ogy should also describe what activities should be carried
out at runtime in order to support dynamic evolution (Crite-
rion SC7: Runtime activities).
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2.2.5 Services are designed with multiple sets
of (non)-functional requirements

A software application is engineered for a single set of (non)-
functional requirements. In SOSE, instead, since the con-
sumers as well as their needs are not completely known at
design time (according to open-world assumptions), services
are engineered with multiple sets of (non)- functional require-
ments, each fulfilling different groups of (potential) consum-
ers with different quality requirements.

Non-functional requirements need to be considered over
the entire service life cycle, not only because they play a
crucial role as traditional software development, but also
because they pertain to different service assets and hence
have different scope. SOSE typically consists of two main
processes, i.e. the development of services and the integration
of services into a SBA. Different from TSE where non-func-
tional requirements concern only software systems, in SOSE
they concern individual services, service compositions and
SBAs. Quality attributes of a single service are often hard
to remain the same when it is composed into service com-
positions and consumed in SBAs, depending on the quality
attributes of the other services and resources. As a SOSE
methodology, it is important that it provides guidance on
addressing non-functional requirements with different scope
(Criterion SC8: Non-functional requirements).

Differently from a software application, a service might
be consumed and shared among different consumers with
different quality requirements depending on their applica-
tion needs and business goals. To maximize reusability and
manageability, a service is often realized with one implemen-
tation while provided with multiple SLAs to fulfill multiple
quality requirements [15]. As a result, a service should be
designed and developed in such a way that it can be consumed
in different contexts. For instance, a GPS service consumed
by a navigator application running on a mobile phone device
would pose higher requirements in terms of response time
as compared with the one consumed by a hotel finder appli-
cation running on a server in an enterprise. This is because
the former requires real-time service, while the latter requires
off-line service. Accordingly, there is a strong need for SOSE
methodologies to provide guidance on the engineering, pro-
vision, and consumption of services with multiple sets of
(non)- functional requirements (Criterion SC9: Variability).

2.2.6 Services are consumed and executed remotely

Instead of buying and installing software locally to the own
administrative domain, users of services (pay and) consume
services that are executed remotely at the service provider’s
side (e.g. in the cloud).

This shifted ownership brings tremendous changes in
SOSE. First of all, services can be completely isolated from

their applications and can be published as software prod-
ucts over the network. The service provision process includes
designing, developing, publishing, and maintaining services.
More importantly, service are physically located and exe-
cuted at the service provider’s side. SOSE from the perspec-
tive of service provision means how to design and develop
services that can be offered to a large number of consum-
ers. Services can be provided either externally (e.g. to third
parties), internally (e.g. own usage), or both.

Secondly, services are eventually composed and inte-
grated into SBAs. After services are published by service pro-
viders, they need to be discovered, composed and integrated
into SBAs to fulfill the specific needs of service consumers.
SOSE from the perspective of service consumption means
how to discover services and alternatives in case of service
failure, how to compose the discovered services or in-house
developed services to achieve certain reusable business func-
tions and how to integrate services or service compositions
with existing software resources.

Thirdly, when they are published, services need to be
cataloged in a service registry or repository to ensure dis-
coverability and reusability from both known and potential
consumers. SOSE from the perspective of service brokerage
means create and maintain well-functional service registries,
and keep the interfaces of registered services up-to-date.

In practice, an enterprise that needs to perform some
SOSE activities may have different types of business. Taking
Amazon as an example:

– Amazon provides messaging services (e.g. Amazon Sim-
ple Queue Service (SQS)) or payment and billing ser-
vices (e.g. Amazon Flexible Payments Service (FPS)) to
its business partners. To this purpose, it acts as a service
provider performing the process of service provision.

– Amazon composes existing services to achieve a specific
business goal and provides the resulting composite ser-
vices (e.g. delivery services based on shipping compa-
nies) to its business partners. To this purpose, Amazon
still acts as a service provider, but in this case it per-
forms both service consumption (i.e. discover and select
services provided by shipping companies) and service
provision (i.e. construct composite services and publish
them).

– Amazonmaintainsacloudofwebservices fromwhichone
mayselect theneededservices torealize itsowne-business
functions.Tothispurpose,Amazonactsasaservicebroker
performing the process of service brokerage.

– Moreover, Amazon may also act as an application builder
when it integrates all the services needed to a web appli-
cation that can be directly used by the end users. In
this case, Amazon needs to perform the process of ser-
vice consumption and/or service provision and/or service
brokerage.
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Because of the shift in ownership, SOSE should cover
different types of process from the perspectives of a service
provider, service consumer or system builder. Accordingly,
it is of great importance to understand the target perspective
(Criterion SC10: Perspective) that a SOSE methodology
should support.

2.2.7 Services are cross-organizational

Multiple roles in developing, maintaining, executing, and
evolving SBAs are not completely independent but rather
requiring collaboration. For instance, when a service pro-
vider publishes a service through a service broker, they need
to collaborate to keep the service up-to-date whenever the ser-
vice description is updated. Since the development of SBAs
requires more development roles as compared to traditional
software systems [16,17], the interaction between these roles
becomes more complex, too.

Moreover, since services are not executed locally at the
consumer’s side, control of services is often highly distrib-
uted and crosses trust and organizational boundaries. The
interaction and collaboration between multiple development
roles therefore cross the boundaries of the organizations as
well. As a result, a SOSE methodology should provide guid-
ance on the interactions between the development roles that
are potentially distributed at multiple organizations (SC11:
Multiple organizations).

In summary, we identified 11 evaluation criteria that are
specifically relevant to SOSE methodologies. An overview
of these service-specific criteria are give in Table 2, each sum-

marizing question to be answered when evaluating a SOSE
methodology and expected type of answer.

Table 2 summarizes the 11 service-specific evaluation cri-
teria we identified, the corresponding evaluation questions
(to be answered in evaluating a SOSE methodology) and the
expected type of answer.

3 Comparison of existing SOSE methodologies using the
evaluation framework

3.1 Overview of the selected SOSE methodologies

The aim of this work is to understand what SOSE methodolo-
gies entail rather than gaining insight into the state of the art.
To support our aim we selected a mix of 12 prominent SOSE
methodologies discussed and compared in already existing
evaluation frameworks (discussed in detail in Sect. 5). The
selected methodologies have been proposed from both indus-
try and academia and published in both journals (e.g. [6]),
conferences (e.g. [18]), and white papers (e.g. [2]).

To show the usability of the evaluation framework, we
compared the selected SOSE methodologies based on the
criteria presented in Sect. 2. In the following, we shall
briefly introduce the 12 SOSE methodologies we selected for
evaluation.

The CBDI-SAE [5] methodology is part of the CBDI-
SAE SOA reference framework (RF) published by the CBDI
forum. The process consists of four key discipline areas,
including consume, provide, manage, and enable. To tai-
lor the process to the needs of different audiences, multiple

Table 2 Criteria for evaluating the service-specific aspects of SOA methodologies

Service-specific criterion Evaluation question Type of answer

SC1 Open-world assumption Does the methodology support open-world
assumptions?

Scale

SC2 Service definition Does the methodology give a definition of services? Yes/No

SC3 The creation of services Does the methodology describe how services are
created?

Narrative

SC4 Development roles Does the methodology explain roles? Scale

SC5 Association of roles to activities Are the activities associated with the roles? Scale

SC6 Architectural change Does the methodology support architectural change
after services are deployed and in execution?

Scale

SC7 Runtime activities Does the methodology support runtime activities? Scale

SC8 Non-functional requirements Does the methodology consider (non)-functional
requirements?

Scale

SC9 Variability Does the methodology support variability among
different sets of service consumers and different
contexts

Scale

SC10 Perspective From which perspective is the methodology described
from?

Service consumption, service
provision, service brokerage

SC11 Multiple organizations Does the methodology support SOA development by
multiple organizations in collaboration?

Scale
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process views (such as flow view, existing organizational
view, life-cycle stages view) can be created to assist the engi-
neering of SBAs from different perspectives.

Chang [7] proposes a methodology based on SOAD, con-
sisting of six phases. The results of each phase refer to one
or more key artifacts specified in SOAD. Chang’s methodol-
ogy specifically addresses concerns relating to dynamically
adaptable services. To deal with service variability and mis-
match, Chang’s approach considers three types of variation
points in service design (workflow, service composition, and
logic) and three types of service mismatch (interface, func-
tional, and nonfunctional).

Steve Jones from (OASIS) [4] developed a methodology
for service architectures, providing mechanisms for plan-
ning, managing, and delivering projects using SOA tech-
niques. The methodology follows a broadly four step pro-
cess answering four questions (what, who, why, and how).
The aim of this method is to describe how a service architec-
ture can be defined, rather than how it can be delivered.

The Web services development life-cycle methodology
(SLDC) [6] utilizes an iterative and incremental process
based on several well-established process models from TSE,
such as the rational unified process (RUP), component-based
development (CBD) and business process modeling (BPM).
The methodology consists of eight phases that cover the
whole service life cycle, ranging from planning to deploying,
monitoring and managing SBAs.

The SeCSE [19] methodology is the main process adopted
by the SeCSE1 project (a European Union-funded project) in
the realm of service-centric systems (SCS) engineering. At
the highest level the SeCSE methodology is represented by
three important functional areas: service engineering func-
tional area where the service developer develops services;
service acquisition/provisioning functional area where ser-
vice provider delivers the services in the marketplace; and
service-centric system engineering functional area where
the consumers can build and manage SBAs based on their
choices about which services suit their needs. Designed
with service adaptation in mind, the SeCSE methodology
also supports runtime service composition and recovery
management.

SOAD [1] by IBM is a methodology based on existing
modeling disciplines such as object-oriented analysis and
design (OOAD), enterprise architecture (EA) frameworks,
and BPM. It proposes elements, such as domain decompo-
sition, service categorization and aggregation, and seman-
tic brokering, that need to be considered in service-oriented
analysis and design.

Service-oriented architecture framework (SOAF) [20] is
an academic methodology presenting an architecture-centric
framework. Its goal is to ease the definition, design, and real-

1 http://www.secse-project.eu.

ization of SOA to achieve a better business and IT alignment.
To this end, the methodology uses two types of business pro-
cess models: To-be modeling: a top-down business-oriented
approach describing the candidate solution, and As-is model-
ing: a bottom-up approach describing current business pro-
cesses and the problem space.

Service-Oriented Development In a Unified fraMework
(SODIUM2) [21] is an academic project involving interna-
tional research and industrial partners. The methodology
developed in this project focuses on how to define new
services based on compositions of reusable coarse-grained
services. To this end, SODIUM proposes a set of models, lan-
guages, middleware, and tools to be adopted for engineering
SBAs.

SOMA [2] is an iterative and incremental methodology
developed by IBM, aiming at the identification, modeling,
and design of services and SBAs. The SOMA methodology
consists of seven phases starting from business modeling and
transformation to solution management. Using the modeling
tools, SOMA breaks down the business process into a compo-
nent view. The solution is modeled based on SOA reference
model, which defines a layered systems architecture.

The SOSE [18] framework is a methodology aiming at
developing methods and tools to improve quality and prof-
itability of SBA development. It suggests that service and
component design should always start by creating a busi-
ness case to justify the project implementation. Combin-
ing component-based and service-oriented development, the
framework defines three levels of granularity: system-level
component (SLC), business service component (BSC), and
component level.

The service-oriented unified process (SOUP) [3] was a
methodology proposed by Knual Mittal from IBM, using the
best elements from RUP and XP. Aiming at assisting the
establishment and management of SOA projects, SOUP has
been specifically designed for both initial SOA deployment
and ongoing SOA management.

A methodology for engineering a TRUE SOA that allows
companies to flexibly adapt to changing market demands was
proposed by Engels et al. [22]. In this methodology, the busi-
ness of an enterprise is organized in a service-oriented way
(as a set of business services) and the enterprise IT architec-
ture is structured according to those business services.

3.2 Comparing the generic aspects of the SOSE
methodologies

Using the generic evaluation criteria described in Sect. 2.1,
we evaluated the 12 SOSE methodologies in terms of the
development process. The results of the evaluation are pre-
sented in Table 3. In the following, we shall discuss the results

2 http://www.atc.gr/sodium.
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in detail and explain how each criterion assists the selection
of SOSE methodologies.

3.2.1 GC1 Objective

Despite that the ultimate goal of SOSE methodologies is
to deliver SBAs that meet the requirements of their users,
the objective of individual SOSE methodologies often var-
ies. Some of the SOSE methodologies are designed to pro-
vide guidance to the entire engineering process, such as
CBDI-SAE, SDLC, SeCSE, and SOMA; some focus only
on the analysis and design of the architecture of SBAs, such
as OASIS, SOAD, SOSE, and TRUE; some concern spe-
cific engineering issues, e.g. Chang and SODIUM focus on
dynamic service composition, SOAF focuses on SOA migra-
tion; and SOUP aims at assisting project management.

Selection guideline
Knowing the objective of the SOSE methodologies is
essential for enterprises to select the one that suits their
needs at best. This criterion therefore can be used as the
first step to filter out relevant candidates for selection.
If for instance an enterprise aims at composing existing
services for internal or external uses, it may consider
Chang and SODIUM as candidate methodologies.

3.2.2 GC2 Lifecycle

To compare the lifecycle coverage of the SOSE methodolo-
gies, we used the service life cycle model [23] proposed in
our previous work. The description of each phase of the life
cycle model is given in Appendix B. Based on this model,
we analyzed each SOSE methodology reported in Table 4
the coverage of each phase using the scale defined in Appen-
dix A. It is reasonable that the SOSE methodologies aiming at
providing guidance for the entire engineering process (e.g.
SDLC and SeCSE) cover the largest number of life cycle
phases while the methodologies that focus on the analysis
and design of an architecture (e.g. SOSE and TRUE) only
cover few life cycle phases that are related to requirements
engineering and service design.

When looking at the individual life cycle phases, we can
see that business modeling and service design are nearly cov-
ered by all the SOSE methodologies, while application-spe-
cific phases such as application design and implementation
are not covered by any of the SOSE methodologies. The
main reason for leaving out application-specific phases is
that all these SOSE methodologies focus on service-specific
phases including the design, development and delivery of
services (and service compositions) while regarding appli-
cation-specific phases as part of traditional software engi-
neering process (which is out of the scope of these SOSE
methodologies).
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Table 4 Comparing the life cycle coverage of the SOSE methodologies

Role Life cycle activity CBDI-SAE SDLC SeCSE SOMA OASIS SOAD SOSE TRUE CHANG SODIUM SOAF SOUP

Service provider Market scan − ++ − − + − − − − − − −
Requirements engineering ++ +++ − ++ ++ ++ +++ ++ − − ++ ++

Business modeling ++ +++ +++ +++ ++ ++ +++ ++ ++ − +++ −
Service design ++ +++ +++ +++ ++ +++ +++ +++ ++ − +++ ++

Service development ++ ++ ++ + − − − − ++ − +++ ++

Service testing ++ +++ +++ + − − − − − − − −
Service publishing ++ +++ +++ + − − − − − ++ − ++

Service provision ++ +++ +++ + − − − − − ++ − −
Service monitoring − +++ +++ + − − − − − − − −
Service management ++ +++ +++ + − − − − − − − −

Service broker Registry selection + − − − − + − − − − − −
Registry update + − − − − − − − − +++ − −
Registry maintenance + − − − − − − − − − − −

Service consumer Service discovery − + +++ + − − − − ++ +++ − −
Service composition + + +++ + − − − − ++ +++ − −
Service negotiation − − +++ − − − − − − − − −
Service invocation − ++ +++ ++ ++ − − − − − − −
Service monitoring − +++ +++ +++ − − − − − − − −

Application builder Requirements engineering ++ − +++ − − − − − ++ +++ − −
Application design − − − − − − − − − − − −
Application implementation − − − − − − − − − − − −
Module testing − − − − − − − − − − − −
Application testing − − − − − − − − − − − −
Application maintenance − − − − − − − − − − − −

Moreover, registry-related phases are only marginally
covered by three SOSE methodologies (CBDI-SAE, SOAD
and SODIUM) and no detailed guidance is given. Surpris-
ingly, phases that are specifically important to SOSE such as
service monitoring, service discovery and service composi-
tion are only covered by few methodologies.

According to the life cycle model, requirements engineer-
ing is often performed by two roles: a service provider and an
application builder. Some SOSE methodologies (e.g. SDLC)
support the collection of requirements from the market: in
this case the role played in using the methodology is that of a
service provider that delivers services to its external clients.
Some other methodologies (e.g. SODIUM) support the col-
lection of requirements from its internal users: in this case
the role played in using the methodology is that of a service
provider, too, but services are delivered to internal clients
instead. Some SOSE methodologies (e.g. SeCSE) support
the collection of system requirements from its end users: in
this case the role played is that of an application builder.

Selection guideline:
Some enterprises look for guidance for specific activ-
ities rather than fully fledged methodologies. In this

case, knowing the phases covered by the SOSE method-
ologies is crucial for selection. An enterprise that aims
at building SBAs, for instance, should select a SOSE
methodology and apply it with a traditional software
engineering methodology since obviously the analyzed
SOSE methodologies do not provide any support for
application-related activities.

3.2.3 GC3.a Artifacts

Most of the methodologies provide detailed description of
the outcomes of each engineering activity. Only SOAD does
not give any information about its produced artifacts.

Selection guideline:
If the goal of an enterprise is specifically to produce
certain outputs, this criterion should be used to drive
selection, and obviously SOAD would not be a candi-
date for such goal.

3.2.4 GC3.b Notations

Most of the methodologies that specify their artifacts also
provide some guidance on the modeling techniques, except
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for CBDI-SAI, SOAF, and SOUP. Chang’s approach explic-
itly indicates when traditional modeling techniques (e.g.
commonality and variability modeling) can be used and when
service-specific modeling techniques (e.g. service decision
model) are needed. Some of the methodologies not only spec-
ify the modeling of their artifacts but also give some exam-
ples (e.g. service component specification and goal-service
model in SOMA, UML domain model in TRUE, business
process model in SDLC). Many other methodologies only
name some models (e.g. business process map in OASIS,
service interaction model in SeCSE, abstract composition
model in SODIUM) that need to be created but do not pro-
vide further guidance on how to create them.

Selection guideline:
As enterprises have tools (and their supported nota-
tions) already in place, this criterion is relevant to select
methodologies that could be potentially supported by
the existing tools, and (if not) to explicitly assess nec-
essary investments. Though, excluding TRUE that uses
UML, all other methodologies only use types of mod-
els, which could be then checked against supporting
notations.

3.2.5 GC4 Procedure

Most of the methodologies describe the procedures (i.e. a
specified series of actions or operations which have to be
executed) of each covered life cycle phase, except for SOAD.
As indicated by the scale, some methodologies (e.g. OASIS,
SeCSE, SOAF) provide very detailed guidance, describing
comprehensively how to carry out each engineering activ-
ity and its sub-activities; while many other methodologies
only explain shortly what the engineering activities (and their
sub-activities) are and what they entail, but no step-by-step
guidance is given.

Selection guideline:
This criterion is extremely useful for enterprises that
do not have experience in developing SBAs and need
(procedural) guidance on the way each life cycle phase
should be carried out.

3.2.6 GC5 Principles

Most of the methodologies discuss guidelines or principles
for the development process they support. However, only
CBDI-SAE, SDLC, SOAF, and SOMA explain in detail the
design principles they used, among which separation of con-
cerns, loose coupling and business-IT alignment are the prin-
ciples commonly considered. SOAD and SOUP only briefly
mention the engineering activities they support but do not
enter the details.

Selection guideline:
Similar to criterion GC4 Procedure, this criterion is
useful for enterprises that lack experience and need
guidance on design principles.

3.2.7 GC6 Formality

None of the methodologies support formal reasoning.

Selection guideline:
If an enterprise is seeking for SOSE methodologies that
use mathematical definitions and can be mathemati-
cally reasoned about, obviously none of the analyzed
methodologies is suitable.

3.2.8 GC7 Specialization

All analyzed methodologies are domain-independent and
they can be used in any organizations. However, none of
the methodologies provides explicit support for how to tailor
them to fit a particular organization’s needs or domain.

Selection guideline:
Enterprises that plan to apply SOA in specific busi-
ness domains should check for SOSE methodologies
yielding any domain-specific features (n/a in the SOSE
methodologies we analyzed so far).

3.2.9 GC8 Tool

Only three methodologies are (partially) tool supported.
Thanks to their industrial applications, the two method-
ologies developed within European projects, SeCSE and
SODIUM, are very well supported by the tools specifi-
cally developed for them. In SeCSE, using tools to support
engineering activities and to produce work products is well
explained. In SODIUM, three tools (the composition stu-
dio, the SODIUM runtime environment, and the SODIUM
composition repository) are introduced and their use in engi-
neering activities, such as modeling, service discovery, ser-
vice selection, web service wrapper generation and service
deployment. Different from these two industrial method-
ologies, SDLC does not develop its own tools; instead, it
recommends some existing tools available in the market
to support some engineering activities. For instance, when
building business architecture SDLC suggests using IBM
Rational Portfolio Manager to gain insight into the busi-
ness benefits and costs of the SOA services portfolio; and
for design and developing business processes SDLC sug-
gests to use some automated tools such as IBM’s WebSphere
Business Modeller.
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Selection guideline:
This criterion is crucial for selection if an enterprise
is seeking for methodologies that are tool supported.
From our analysis the SOSE methodologies that are
tool supported are from industry and consequently
these tools are not publicly available. Only SDLC intro-
duces some tools that are available on the market.

3.2.10 GC9 Maturity

The maturity of the SOSE methodologies relies on their
application in real-life projects. Only when applied, the
advantages and shortcomings of the SOSE methodologies
become apparent and therefore can be further evolved to
improve its maturity. Thanks to their industrial collabora-
tion, most of the SOSE methodologies proposed in industry
have already been applied, such as OASIS, SeCSE, SOAD,
and SOMA. Only CBDI-SAE does not report any real-life
case studies. Among the methodologies proposed in acad-
emy, SOAF and SOSE have been applied in securities trading
and electricity market domain, respectively. TRUE has been
applied and validated in many large-scale industrial projects.
The other methodologies do not provide information about
their application.

Selection guideline:
Some enterprises are open to try newly developed
SOSE methodologies, testing their strengths or weak-
nesses and distilling new ideas or techniques from
them. Some other enterprises are not flexible to
experiment with immature methodologies due to the
risks intrinsic of their business domain (e.g. banking
domain), and require tested and validated ones. Know-
ing the level of maturity of the methodologies is useful
for selection.

3.2.11 GC10 Management

SOA project management refers to a business activity (often
performed by a project manager) that plans, starts, controls
and ends the engineering of a SBA to achieve a particular aim.
It is of great importance to any SBA development when putt-
ing into industrial practices. OASIS and SOUP are designed
specifically from the perspective of project management. In
OASIS, deliverables required in each stage of the develop-
ment process are defined in terms of their description and
expected duration, the required team members are suggested
and an example of the project plan is given; in SOUP, not only
key deliverables are defined but also the development pro-
cess for an initial project (when an SBA has not been built)
is differentiated from an ongoing project (when an SBA has

been built but requires maintenance). Other methodologies,
although not designed for project management, consider pro-
ject management as part of their engineering process. For
instance, in CBDI-SAE two terms (project and project pro-
file) that are dedicated to project management are embraced
by the CBDI-SAI SOA reference framework; in SeCSE the
actions on the working products such as read-only, create or
modify are defined, which assists the control of the working
products; SOAF supports project management in the sense
that it suggests a list of key deliverables for planning the pro-
jects but their descriptions are missing; in SOMA, initiating
project management activities are suggested in the phase of
solution management but their descriptions are also missing.
The remaining methodologies do not include any guidance
for project management.

Selection guideline:
This criterion is extremely useful for enterprises that
lack experience in SOA project management. From
our analysis the supported management activities are:
guidance for project deliverables, team setup, project
planning, setup of greenfield projects, and managing
pre-existing projects.

3.2.12 GC11 Integration

The ease of integration of a SOSE methodology refers to its
compatibility with existing techniques. Among the studied
SOSE methodologies, OOAD, CBD, BPM, IBM RUP, XP,
and BPM are techniques from TSE. OOAD, an approach that
models systems as a group of interacting objects, is used by
SOAD and SOMA; CBD, built upon OOAD principles and
focused on the separation of concerns of software systems, is
explicitly used by SDLC; RUP, an iterative software devel-
opment process framework created by the Rational Software
Corporation, is used by SDLC, SOMA, and SOUP; XP, a
type of agile software development that aims at improve the
productivity of software by adopting customer requirements
or feedback in frequent software releases, is used by SOUP;
BPM, a management approach aimed at aligning different
aspects of an organization with the requirements of its cli-
ents, is used by SDLC, SOMA and SOAD. Chang is the only
one that is built upon existing SOSE methodologies, includ-
ing SOUP and SOMA.

Selection guideline:
Some enterprises have already been working with exist-
ing techniques. For these enterprises, it would be eas-
ier to apply a SOSE methodology that is compatible
with the familiar techniques. This criterion is useful
for enterprises to be aware of the methodologies that
allow them to reuse their own integration knowledge
and experience.
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3.3 Comparing the service-specific aspects of the SOSE
methodologies

Using the service-specific criteria described in Sect. 2.2, we
evaluated the 12 SOSE methodologies from the perspective
of service orientation. The results of the evaluation are pre-
sented in Table 5 (sorted by their objectives). In the following,
we shall discuss the results in detail and explain how each
criterion assists the selection of SOSE methodologies.

3.3.1 SC1 Open-world assumption

This criterion is used to evaluate whether a SOSE method-
ology provides guidance in handling the uncertainty (e.g.
unforeseen service consumers, execution context and ser-
vice usage) during the development of SBAs. Based on our
evaluation, there are only two methodologies (SOMA and
SDLC) embrace open-world assumptions. SOMA is com-
posed of capability patterns, executed in all phases with dif-
ferent degrees of elaboration and precision. For instance,
exposure decisions are first made based on the information
about the services known at the identification phase and these
decisions are then elaborated and refined in the specifica-
tion phase when more information about the non-functional
requirements of the services are known. To give another
example, SOMA supports the recombination of services in
unanticipated service context by developing a service context
diagram depicting the service ecosystem. In such a service
ecosystem, a group of related services as well as their provid-
ers and consumers, input and output, and underlying systems
that implement them are all illustrated.

SDLC emphasizes the importance of different types of
coupling in service design to address uncertainties. For
instance, it suggests that business processes should not
depend on specific representational or implementation details
(representational coupling); connection channels between
services should be unaware of who is providing the service
(identity coupling); and a sender of a message should rely
only on those effects necessary to achieve effective commu-
nication (communication protocol coupling). In the rest of
the SOSE methodologies, although loose coupling is often
considered in service design, they do not explicitly consider
any open-world assumptions.

Selection guideline:
If an enterprise faces many uncertainties during the
development of SBAs, this criterion is important for
selecting a methodology that is capable of dealing with
these uncertainties. From our analysis uncertainties
of non-functional requirements, unanticipated service
context, unknown implementation details, unknown
service providers, and unknown communication proto-

cols are currently addressed by some of the
methodologies.

3.3.2 SC2 Service definition

Surprisingly, only half of the SOSE methodologies provide
a definition of services. Some methodologies define services
from a technical perspective. For instance, SOAD defines
services as “logical groupings of operations”; SOSE defines
services as “components with published interfaces.”; and in
SOMA, services are “first-class constructs of service orien-
tation”. OASIS and TRUE, instead, define services from a
business perspective. In OASIS, services represent “what the
business does” and in TRUE, a service is the output of a ser-
vice provider toward a service consumer. Among all the def-
initions, Chang provides the most comprehensive one, which
defines services from both service consumer (“a unit of func-
tionality with a certain service-level agreement expected by
consumers”) and service provider (“a unit of deploying func-
tionality which is publishable in WSDL standard”) point of
view.

Selection guideline:
Each enterprise has its own understanding of what ser-
vices entail. To ensure the resulting services or SBAs
do fulfill the goals of enterprises, being aware of how
services are defined in a SOSE methodology is crucial
for them to select the right ones.

3.3.3 SC3 The creation of services

Services as building blocks of SBAs are designed and devel-
oped differently from methodology to methodology. In gen-
eral, the methodologies address the creation of services
in terms of two tasks: service identification and service
realization. Except for CBDI-SAE and SeCSE that do not
suggest any service identification methods, all the other
methodologies provide guidelines in identifying (abstract,
not implemented) services from different resources, such
as requirements from service consumers and stakeholders
(e.g. Chang, SOUP), enterprise knowledge (e.g. OASIS and
TRUE), business domain (e.g. SDLC, SOAF, SODIUM,
SOSE), legacy systems (e.g. SOAD), or a mix of these
resources (e.g. SOMA).

In terms of service realization, many SOSE methodologies
(CBDI-SAE, SDLC, SOAF, SOMA, SOUP) support trans-
forming legacy system into services by either wrapping exist-
ing components or re-engineering and re-factoring legacy
applications. Interestingly, the methodologies that support
legacy transmission often suggest greenfield development
as well, by developing new services from scratch. This is
quite understandable in that migrating legacy system does
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not address new business requirements and hence services
with new business functions have to be developed.

SeCSE, SODIUM, and Chang support the development of
SBAs through composing services that are discovered from
existing services. In SeCSE, services are discovered in three
phases: in requirements definition phase services are discov-
ered as candidate services from the service registry if they
fit the business model and system requirements, in design
time services are further discovered from candidate services
if they are compatible with specific system architectures and
workflows, and in runtime SeCSE supports the discovery of
alternatives for replacing services that become unavailable
or fail to meet certain requirements. In SODIUM, heteroge-
neous services (i.e. web, p2p and grid services) are discov-
ered from heterogeneous registries and networks with the
use of the USQL Engine if the semantic descriptions and
QoS requirements are met. In Chang, published services that
correspond to the requirements are discovered.

OASIS, SOAD, SOSE, and TRUE specifically focus on
the design and analysis part of the SOSE process, providing
guidance only on service identification but not on service
realization.

Selection guideline:
Some enterprises may have already had a clear vision
on the services needed for reaching their business goals
or have already applied some methods to identify ser-
vices. Some other enterprises do need support of iden-
tifying services from their existing resources. In either
case, knowing the different levels of support of service
creation provided by SOSE methodologies facilitates
the selection of SOSE methodologies.

3.3.4 SC4 Development roles

Despite of the importance of development roles required dur-
ing any software development process, many SOSE method-
ologies do not provide any guidelines on these roles. Only
SeCSE, OASIS, and SOSE explicitly explain development
roles or actors. In SeCSE, for each engineering activity, a
list of actors as well as their responsibilities is described.
As such, SeCSE provides a complete list of development
roles required when it is applied in practice. OASIS does not
provide a complete list of the development roles; instead,
it only lists the roles required in the planning phase of the
project, in which the key stakeholders who are required to
create the service architecture should be identified. In SOSE,
the development process consists of two parts, business case
and service & component design. Only in the business case,
the required roles and their responsibilities are described.

Selection guideline:
Enterprises, especially the ones that have little experi-
ence with developing SBAs, often do not know what
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kind of expertise and personnel are required before a
SOA project starts. This criterion is especially useful
for enterprises when they have such doubts. In addi-
tion, enterprises may select the ones that fit their needs
based on the existing human resources to minimize the
need for recruitment.

3.3.5 SC5 Association of roles to activities

Among the three SOSE methodologies (SeCSE, OASIS,
and SOSE) that do explicitly explain the development roles,
OASIS does not associate the development roles to any engi-
neering activities. Rather, OASIS only briefly lists some key
roles required in preparing and planning a SOA project. In
both SeCSE and SOSE, the development roles are explicitly
associated with their engineering activities.

Selection guideline:
Similar to criterion SC4 Development roles, this crite-
rion is useful for enterprises that have little experience
with developing SBAs to select SOSE methodologies
that clearly explain responsibilities of required team
members.

3.3.6 SC6 Architectural change

Despite that adaptability is of great importance to SBAs,
about half of the SOSE methodologies do not explicitly sup-
port making architectural changes after services are deployed
and in execution. Among the SOSE methodologies that do
provide some support for changing or even determining the
service architecture at runtime, SeCSE allows the highest
flexibility since it supports creating on-the-fly service com-
positions addressing specific runtime user requirements by
directly interacting with runtime discovery process. Chang
also supports adaptable services through dynamic service
discovery and composition but detailed guidance is miss-
ing; moreover, Chang provides guidance of how to handle
mismatches between requirements and discovered services.

SDLC, SOAM, SOAF, and TRUE do not directly suggest
any techniques to handle changes but they, to certain extent,
support making changes by emphasizing the importance of
designing for adaptability.

Selection guideline:
Some enterprises adopt SOA because its potential abil-
ity of building dynamically adaptable SBAs. For these
enterprises, whether a SOSE methodology provides
strong support of handling changing requirements after
services are published is of great importance. From our
analysis the levels of such support range from design
for adaptability to the determination of service archi-
tecture at runtime. Enterprises may use this criterion to
select the one that meets their adaptability needs.

3.3.7 SC7 Runtime activities

Most of the SOSE methodologies focus on providing guid-
ance on design time activities, only five methodologies
explicitly describe activities that need to be performed at run-
time. When looking at the objectivities (GC1 Objective) of
the methodologies, we noticed that the ones that aim at design
and analysis (such as OASIS and SOAD) naturally contain
only design time activities, whereas the ones intend to pro-
vide guidance for the entire engineering process often take
runtime activities into account. For instance, SeCSE, SDLC
and SOMA covers both design time and runtime activities;
different from SDLC and SOMA that only briefly mention
some runtime activities (e.g. dynamic binding and monitor-
ing in SLDC and monitoring and management in SOMA),
SeCSE describes its runtime activities (e.g. runtime service
discovery, composition, re-binding, monitoring) in detail.

The other two SOSE methodologies that describe runtime
activities are Chang and SODIUM, both aiming at (dynamic)
service composition. In Chang, a dynamic composition han-
dler(DCH) is briefly introduced, which enables runtime ser-
vice invocation, service adaptation and biding. However,
detailed information about how a DCH actually works and
how to use it is missing. In SODIUM, runtime service dis-
covery and composition are described in detail; in addition,
tools that support these runtime activities are also introduced.

Selection guideline:
Similar to criterion SC6 Architectural change, this cri-
terion can be used to evaluate the runtime support pro-
vided by SOSE methodologies with the purpose of
achieving dynamically adaptable SBAs.

3.3.8 SC8 Non-functional requirements

NFRs, including quality requirements (e.g. performance,
security) and business requirements (e.g. business goals and
vision), are of great importance to services. Most of the
SOSE methodologies we evaluated (except for CBDI-SAE
and OASIS) consider NFRs in their process, providing guide-
lines on collecting, specifying or achieving NFRs, with dif-
ferent levels of detail. In SOAD, some general principles
or quality factors are identified and act as its baseline for
design; however, how to collect, specify, and satisfy NFRs
from the users of services is not discussed. In Chang, SOAF,
SOUP, SOMA, SOSE, and TRUE, collecting and specifying
of NFRs are mentioned as part of their engineering tasks;
however, details about how to carry out these tasks are miss-
ing.

In SeCSE, SDLC, and SODIUM, NFRs are explicitly con-
sidered and discussed in detail. In SeCSE, binding rules and
quality of service (QoS) constraints and objectives (that will
be used at runtime by the binding and re-binding process)
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are first defined at design time. After that, in requirement-
based service discovery process mechanisms are provided
for matching functional and quality of service requirements
with published service requirements.

SDLC discusses how to capture NFRs as well as how to
monitor and enforce them by means of service-level agree-
ments (SLAs). SLAs are used to formalize the usage con-
ditions and quality-level guarantees during the process of
service negotiation process; and finally whether the behavior
of services abides by the agreed SLAs are determined by the
process of service monitoring.

In SODIUM, QoS are first specified in two parts: one part
contains the absolute QoS constraints that are used to exclude
services, and another part contains the optimization criteria
that are used to rank the services; and then QoS are used to
sort and select a ranked list of candidate services for further
composition.

Selection guideline:
Some enterprises have higher NFRs than the others. For
these enterprises, it is even more important to capture
and specify NFRs collected in a systematic way and
carry out specific activities to ensure the NFRs deliv-
ered by services or SBAs match the needs of their users.

3.3.9 SC9 Variability

To increase the reusability of services, a service should be
provided with different quality attributes to fulfill the needs
of different groups of service consumers. Unfortunately, our
evaluation show that only Chang, SDLC, and SeCSE provide
guidelines of designing and/or delivering services for specific
service consumers according to their needs. In Chang, com-
monality and variability among different service consumers
and context are analyzed and modeled. Non-functional mis-
match is identified as a variation point in service design, and
this information is used in mapping the NFRs collected from
various service consumers and stakeholders to the candidate
services.

Both SDLC and SeCSE describe the use of SLAs in spec-
ifying different requirements of service consumers and in
reaching agreements with service providers on service con-
sumption conditions. Further, SDLC emphasizes the impor-
tance of the design for service reuse and suggests making
services more generic, abstracting away from differences in
requirements between service consumers and attempting to
provide the generic service in different context where it is
applicable. SODIUM supports the variability of NFRs by
allowing the users to specify individually the required QoS
that must be offered by services. This information is used
when selecting and prioritizing candidate services for ser-
vice composition.

Selection guideline:
For enterprises that act as a service provider and aim
at providing their services to different groups of users
with different requirements, this criterion is crucial for
selection.

3.3.10 SC10 Perspective

The engineering of SBAs is concerned with both service pro-
vision and service consumption processes. However, most of
the SOSE methodologies, including OASIS, SDLC, SOAD,
SOAF, SOMA, SOSE, SOUP, and TRUE, are designed
from the perspective of service provision. These method-
ologies focus on collecting requirements from their clients,
designing services and service-oriented architecture to fulfill
these requirements, and publishing and delivering the ser-
vices to service consumers. Most of them do not provide
any guidelines of how to consume the published services,
except for SDLC that briefly explains the discovery, com-
position, invocation, and monitoring of the published ser-
vices.

Two SOSE methodologies, Chang and SODIUM, are
designed from the perspective of service consumption. They
focus on collecting requirements from end users, discov-
ering and selecting services to fulfill these requirements,
and composing the selected services into service compo-
sitions. Despite that they both focus on service consump-
tion, SODIUM also mentioned briefly how to publish these
service compositions whereas Chang does not provide any
guidelines in this regard.

CBDI-SAE and SeCSE, are designed from the perspec-
tive of both service provision and consumption. CBDI-SAE
consists of four disciplines, among which the provide and
consume disciplines are considered equally important. Nev-
ertheless, the consume discipline focuses on addressing busi-
ness requirements and much effort has been put in collecting
business requirements, improving business using services,
and solution assembly. Guidance specifically on consump-
tion-related activities such as service discovery and service
negotiation is missing. In SeCSE, how to perform both the
consumption and provision process has been explained in
detail.

Selection guideline:
Knowing the perspective that a SOSE methodology is
designed from is of great importance for enterprises
to select the one that matches their business at best.
Enterprises that provide services to market users may
interested in the ones that focus on service provision;
enterprise that integrate existing services to service
compositions may be interested in the ones focus on
service consumption; and enterprises that aim at build-
ing SBAs consists of both internally developed and
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externally provided services may interested in the ones
focus on both service provision and consumption.

3.3.11 SC11 multiple organizations

The SOSE process requires interaction and collaboration
between multiple development roles, which might be dis-
tributed in multiple organizations. Unfortunately, most of the
SOSE methodologies we evaluated do not provide sufficient
guidance of how to handle the interaction, especially the
collaboration between multiple organizations. CBDI-SAE,
OASIS, and SDLC have mentioned the need for collabora-
tion between multiple organizations, but details are missing.
In CBDI-SAE, an organizational view of the SOSE process is
suggested, illustrating the relationship between some exam-
ple organization units (which could be located in multiple
organizations as well). In this view, the tasks associated with
each organization units (or organizations) are made explicit
and their interaction with the tasks of other organization units
(or organizations) are also given. For instance, an applica-
tion delivery unit is responsible for solution assembly, which
requires input from business architecture unit that is respon-
sible for business requirements planning and improvement.
OASIS emphasizes that creating service architectures is “all
about creating a common dialog between the various differ-
ent groups and deciding upon a boundaries that work across
the business” and suggests a collaborative working with e.g.
an intensive session or a conference. SDLC indicates that
business domain is a functional domain comprising a set of
current and future business processes that can collaborate
with each other to accomplish a higher-level business objec-
tive, implying that collaboration is required between business
domains.

SeCSE and SOAF provide relatively better guidance in
this respect. In SeCSE, each engineering activity is associ-
ated with at least one development role. Depending on the
description of the development role, it is easy to understand
which roles might be in the same organization or different
ones. For instance, a service developer and service archi-
tect might be both in an organization responsible for service
provision, whereas an SBA architect might be in another
organization responsible for service consumption. As the
interactions between the engineering activities are described
in detail, naturally the potential collaboration between the
organizations becomes clear as well.

In SOAF, high-level collaboration models as well as the
interactions, the sequence of activities and the work products
exchanged between internal and external participants sug-
gested to be well documented in the modeling phase; in the
mapping and assessing phase, external entities need to be cap-
tured as part of the portfolio data. By explicitly distinguish-
ing internal and external participants, work products, and

business entities, the interactions needed between multiple
organizations become explicit too.

Selection guideline:
Some enterprises develop services and SBAs for inter-
nal uses. Some other enterprises have wider business
scope and often share services with their business part-
ners (consuming services provided by the others or pro-
vide service to the others). Consequently, multiple par-
ties have to collaborate to accomplish the engineering
of SBAs. For these enterprises, this criterion is useful
for selection.

4 Observations

The evaluation and analysis of the methodologies highlighted
some weaknesses calling for further improvement. In the fol-
lowing, we shall discuss our observations on where the SOSE
methodologies could be improved.

– Many service life cycle activities are not well supported.
By evaluating the life cycle coverage (GC2 Lifecycle)
of the SOSE methodologies, we noticed that some ser-
vice life cycle activities have been supported by most of
the SOSE methodologies, whereas some activities have
received much less support. The lack of support for these
activities shows that the existing SOSE methodologies
focus mainly on the design and analysis part of the SOSE
process, but pay little or not sufficient attention to the
constructing, delivering and management part.
When constructing an SBA, ideally services can be
dynamically discovered and composed at runtime, which
often requires a well-functional service registry. As
shown in Table 4 registry-related activities (selection,
update, maintenance) are hardly supported by any of the
SOSE methodologies. Without such support, an enter-
prise that intends to publish their services in a dedicated
registry to increase service reusability and discoverabili-
ty could face the risk of building up a service repository
that is often outdated and does not function as expected.
When delivering an SBA, both service providers and their
consumers would benefit from a service negotiation that
ensures that both of them reach an agreement on the
behavior of the services and on the price paid for using
the services. As shown in Table 4, service negotiation
is supported only by SeCSE. Without sufficient guide-
lines on service negotiation, both service providers and
consumers face the difficulties when the services do not
behave or paid as expected.
When managing an SBA, it is important that the behav-
ior of the services can be monitored and the services can
be adapted when required. Unfortunately, as shown in
Table 4, many SOSE methodologies do not provide any
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support in service monitoring and service management.
Without keeping track of the behavior of published or
consumed services, the manager of a SBA would not be
aware of runtime changes in terms of e.g. quality of ser-
vices. As a result, it would be difficult to identify the
needs for substituting services when failure occurs. The
quality of a SBA as a whole therefore cannot be ensured.
In summary, the existing SOSE methodologies provide
very weak support to aid the dynamicity of SBAs. In
practice, services are often developed and shared only
internally to an enterprise, which heavily hurdles their
reusability to a wide range of consumers; services are
often discovered manually at design time, which signifi-
cantly decreases the efficiency of engineering SBAs; and
services are often not able to dynamically adapt to new
requirements or environmental changes, which obviously
reduces the benefits that SOA promises.

– Development roles are significantly under-addressed.
Surprisingly, many SOSE methodologies we evaluated
do not provide any guidance on the development roles
required in a SOSE process. As shown in Table 5, only
three methodologies mentioned their development roles,
among which only two methodologies associate the roles
to the activities. Generally speaking, a methodology is a
description of a process, explaining what and how (and
who) to carry out a set of procedures. Especially when
applying a methodology, who becomes one of the top
questions from its users.
In TSE, the development roles like software architect,
designer, developer and tester are well known and their
responsibilities are often clear to practitioners. In SOSE,
the process is more complex than that of TSE, involv-
ing engineering, composition, continuous adaptation and
consumption of services. Naturally, more development
roles are required in that traditional development roles
often split into two types of roles, one focusing on services
and another focusing on SBAs (e.g. service designer and
SBA designer, respectively). Moreover, some develop-
ment roles are specific to SOSE and are not found in TSE;
for example, service modelers, service monitors or adap-
tation designers are only found in SOSE. What makes it
more complicated is that due to the separation of service
consumption and provision and the shift in ownership of
services, a development role may act from multiple per-
spectives simultaneously, each with different goals and
competencies. For instance, a service designer with the
perspective of a service provider is concerned with the
identification of services to provide to others whereas
the service designer with the perspective of a service con-
sumer she is concerned with the identification of services
for integration purposes.
The complexity introduced in SOSE development roles
results many different roles proposed in the literature.

A common understanding of what types of SOSE roles
are required and what their responsibilities are is cur-
rently missing. As a result, to increase the understand-
ability and usability of a SOSE methodology, it is more
important that it explains in detail which roles (with what
skill) should be involved and associates the roles with the
SOSE activities within the proposed SOSE process.

– The support of service consumption is significantly
missing.
The engineering of SBAs means both service provision
and service consumption. From our evaluation of the
existing SOSE methodologies, we noticed that most of
them focus on the provision of services, aiming at design-
ing, developing, and delivering services that meet the
requirements of their users. Service consumption is often
paid little attention to. However, in order to discover,
select, and invoke these services, service consumers need
guidance of how to carry out these tasks. As shown in
Table 4 the activities carried out by a service consumer is
only partially covered by less than half of the SOSE meth-
odologies we evaluated. Similarity, as shown in Table 5,
there are only two SOSE methodologies describe their
process from the perspective of service consumption and
two from both consumption and provision perspective,
the other eight methodologies all consider the SOSE pro-
cess as a service provision process.
Not only service consumers need guidance on service
consumption-related procedures, but also service provid-
ers need guidance of how to design and develop services
that can be consumed by many different groups of service
consumers with different requirements. However, many
SOSE methodologies designed from the perspective of a
service provide only cover the service provision process
but completely leave out the aspects related to service
consumption. For instance, as shown in Table 5, only
SDLC and SeCSE designed from the perspective of ser-
vice provision address the variability of non-functional
requirements from different groups of service consumers.
Regardless of the perspective that a SOSE methodology
takes, service consumption is part of the SOSE process
and should be considered as equally important as ser-
vice provision. A SOSE methodology that specifically
addresses service provision should not consider the pro-
vision process in isolation, but take into account service
consumption aspects, such as discoverability, compos-
ability, negotiability, and reusability.

5 Related work

The need for comparing and evaluating existing SOSE meth-
odologies has been recognized and initial research has been
performed. In the survey of SOSE methodologies conducted
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by Ramollari et al. [11], a set of characteristics of SOSE
methodologies has been used as their evaluation criteria. All
of these criteria have been directly or indirectly covered in
our evaluation framework. Criteria such as lifecycle cover-
age, existing process&techniques, and applied in industry
can be directly mapped to our criteria: GC2 Lifecycle, GC11
Integration, and GC9 Maturity. Some other criteria such as
delivery strategy and UML Are addressed by SC3 The crea-
tion of services and GC3.b Notations in our framework. There
is one difference in interpreting between criteria consumer
view & provide view in Ramollari et al.’s survey and our
criterion SC10 Perspective: in the survey, a consumer view
refers to declarative and business process oriented develop-
ment through service composition and a provider view refers
to programmatic and component oriented development; in
our work we differentiate the consumption and provision pro-
cess by ‘direction of operations’ on services, either in (i.e.
use) or out (i.e. delivery). The main reason is that a service
provider may carry out business process oriented develop-
ment and provide composite services to consumers, and a
service consumer may carry out programmatic development
process to integrate consumed services to service composi-
tions or SBAs. Our interpretation of service consumption and
provision is of wider scope than that of Ramollari et al.

An overview of SOSE methodologies is given by
Kontogogos and Avgeriou [12]. In their overview, six cri-
teria have been used for analysis. All of them have been
addressed in our evaluation framework. Criteria lifecycle,
adaptability, and industry are directly covered by GC2 Life-
cycle, SC6 architectural change, and maturity. Criterion
detail is addressed by multiple criteria (such as GC3.a Arti-
facts, GC4 Procedure, GC5 Principles, GC10 Management)
in our framework to assess the degree of detail including out-
puts, tasks, guidelines, deliverables provided by SOSE meth-
odologies. Although criteria service description and behav-
ior specification are addressed by our criteria GC3.a Artifacts
and GC3.b Notations, they can be used to assess in detail the
specification of services (as part of the artifacts). Due to the
important role played by services, we consider these two cri-
teria as being complementary to our framework.

Both works discussed above do not analyze and evalu-
ate the service-specific features that SOSE methodologies
should entail. Similar to our approach, a criteria-based eval-
uation framework for SOSE methodologies proposed by
Gholami et al [24] consists of generic and service-specific
criteria. The generic criteria are in general similar to the ones
that we proposed. The major difference is that we assess the
coverage of life cycle phases more precisely by looking into
the activities of each life cycle phase, whereas Gholami et al.
only provide an overall score showing the degree of method-
ology support.

The service-specific criteria proposed by Gholami et al.’s
framework and ours are significantly different. In Gholami

et al.’s framework the criteria are derived from two sources:
one is service-related activities (e.g. business, modeling, ser-
vice-oriented analysis & design, service testing, SLA moni-
toring), another is quality requirements (e.g. service agility,
adaptable with legacy systems, process agility). Assessing
the support of service-related activities and quality require-
ments are definitively relevant. Nevertheless, Gholami et al.’s
framework does not include all the service-related activities.
For instance, service negotiation, requirements engineering
from external and internal users and service registry-related
activities are missing. Restricting service-specific criteria
only on these two aspects limits the identification of other
important features that SOSE methodologies should sup-
port, such as dealing with uncertainties, explaining develop-
ment roles and their responsibilities, collaboration between
multiple organizations, and the awareness of provision and
consumption process. In our work, instead, we derived the
service-specific criteria from a list of differences between
SOSE and TSE identified from a systematic literature review.
As such, we are confident that our service-specific criteria
are a set of must-have service-oriented features for SOSE
methodologies.

6 Conclusions

An enterprise that decides to adopt SOA often needs to
choose a SOSE methodology to follow or to tailor for its own
usage. Given many SOSE methodologies available in the lit-
erature, the question is how to select one that is both benefi-
cial and feasible to the enterprise. The evaluation framework
proposed in this work helps the enterprise in deciding how to
choose a SOSE methodology and tailor it for its own usage.

For understanding the characteristics of SOSE methodol-
ogies and gaining insight into their support for service orien-
tation, in this work we took a feature analysis approach and
derived a set of generic- and service-specific criteria for com-
paring the existing SOA methodologies. Enterprises usually
select a SOSE methodology to fulfill some specific needs.
To support selection, these needs can be associated with the
criteria of our framework.

The framework has been validated by analyzing 12
SOSE methodologies. Next to their comparison, this exer-
cise helps differentiating the methodologies that are truly
service-oriented (e.g. SeCSE and SDLC) from those that deal
little with service aspects (e.g. SOAD and SOUP). As an addi-
tional result, we extracted some guidelines that can further
support selection.

The analysis of the SOSE methodologies also high-
lighted some weaknesses calling for further improvement:
increasing the coverage of service life cycle activities,
improving the support for development roles, and empha-
sizing the guidance on service consumption-related issues.
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Lastly, no one SOSE methodology covered two criteria,
GC6 Formality and GC7 Specialization. This can be due to
various reasons that could be argued upon. This lack of cov-
erage may identify either a gap in the state of the art or that
our choice of criteria is too demanding, calling for further
investigation in the future.

Whereas no one SOSE methodology we analyzed fulfills
the complete set of criteria, we cannot objectively assign
higher of lower priorities to any of them. In principle, an
“ideal” SOSE methodology would cover all features we enlist
in our evaluation framework. However, in practice enter-
prises that need to select SOSE methodologies can use (a
subset of) these criteria (depending on their needs) to evalu-
ate SOSE methodologies available for use.
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Appendix A: The judgment scale to assess the
methodology support for a feature

See Table 6.

Table 6 The judgment scale to assess the methodology support for a
feature

Generic scale
point

Definition scale
point

Scale point
mapping

No support Fails to recognize. The
feature is not addressed
in the methodology.

−

Implicitly support The feature is addressed
implicitly. It can be
recognized in terms of
interpretation.

+

Explicitly support The feature is explicitly
addressed in the
methodology, but no
detailed information is
given.

++

Strong support The feature is explicitly
addressed in the
methodology with
detailed information or
guidance.

+++

Appendix B: The service lifecycle model

See Table 7.

Table 7 The phases of the service lifecycle model and their description
(Based on [23])

Role Life cycle phases Description

Service provider Market scan Investigate the market
demands and orient the
service production.

Registry update Update the registry when
new services are
published or existing
services are changed.

Registry maintenance Maintain the consistency,
efficiency of the service
registry to assist service
discovery.

Service consumer Service discovery Look up published service
candidates that comply
with the requirements

Service composition Ensure that services in an
application can be well
assembled to work
together to fulfill
business requirements.

Service negotiation Exchange a number of
contract messages with a
service provider in order
to reach an agreement to
access the services.

Service invocation Each of the services that
are discovered and
composed in the earlier
activities has to be
invoked for execution.

Service monitoring Keep track of the behavior
of the invoked services.

Application builder Requirements
engineering

Analyze the objective and
functionality of SBAs,
collect requirements and
needs from the end users.

Application design,
application
implementation and
module testing

Similar to the ones in
traditional software
engineering.

Application testing Ensure that the integrated
services perform as
expected.

Application
maintenance

Take care of the changes
that might occur from the
end user requirements or
the behavior of the
composed services.
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